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Abstract 

Escherichia coli has the potential as a pathogenic bacterium and 

causes various diseases such as diarrhea, urinary tract infections, and 

meningitis. Other than that, E. coli also known to have the ability to 

form biofilm. Biofilm is an extracellular matrix secreted by bacteria that 

has function such as protecting bacteria from environmental stress, 

immune cells, and antibiotics. This causes problems for diseases 

related to E. coli infection because the structure of E. coli biofilm 

makes it difficult for antibiotics to penetrate so that bacteria become 

resistant to antibiotics. Therefore, an alternative to antibiotics is 

needed, and one of the prospective alternatives is bacteriophage. 

Bacteriophages are known to have characteristics as an antibiofilm 

since it is not affected by the ability of bacterial resistance, has the 

ability to produce enzymes that degrade biofilm in the bacteria and 

able to infect persister cells or bacterial cells that are dormant. 

Moreover, bacteriophages are also known as natural predators of 

bacteria. The purpose of this article is to explore and explain the 

potential of bacteriophages as antibiofilm of Escherichia coli bacteria. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Biofilm is a group of microbial cells that live in a matrix of extracellular 

polymeric substance (EPS). EPS is a matrix secreted by microbes 

which consists of long chain of carbohydrates, DNA, and other 

biological macromolecules [1]. Biofilm help microbes attach to biotic 

or abiotic surfaces and have a role in increasing infection. More than 

75% of diseases by microbial infections cause of biofilm formation, for 

example, bone infections, otitis media (inflammation of the middle 

ear), periodontitis (tooth infection), caries dental, lung infections, 

urinary tract infections, postoperative infections and bacteraemia, also 

nosocomial infections associated with Staphylococcus aureus, 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae, and E. coli microbes 

[2][3]. 

Escherichia coli is a gram-negative bacterium that has the ability to 

secrete biofilm. Physiological properties of biofilm able to increase the 

tolerance of E. coli to environmental stress, immune system of the 

host, and even biocides (including antibiotics) [4]. Harper et al., [1] 

reported that bacteria in biofilm showed a higher resistance to 

antibiotics up to 1000 times when compared to bacteria that live freely 

or planktonic. Lebeaux et al.,[5] also added that bacterial cells that 

have formed a biofilm or sessile are more difficult to be treated by 

antibiotics due to the exopolysaccharide and extracellular DNA 

(eDNA) of the biofilm matrix make antibiotic molecules difficult to 

penetrate it. Therefore, an antibiofilm agent is needed to treat E. coli 

infection. One of the antibiofilm agents that have the potential are 

bacteriophage. 

Bacteriophages are viruses that infect bacteria. There are two types 

of bacteriophages, lysogenic bacteriophages that infect bacteria by 

entering the bacterial genome and killing the bacteria; and lytic 

bacteriophages that can replicate within the host bacterial cell and 

produce new individual phage that can infect more bacteria. These 

lysogenic and lytic mechanism that helps bacteriophages infect 

bacteria in the biofilm. Apart from being natural predators, 

bacteriophages are also not affected by antibiotic resistance. 
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Bacteriophages are also known to produce enzymes that can degrade 

the extracellular matrix. In addition, bacteriophages can also infect 

persister cells, i.e. cells that are in the dormant phase. When the cell 

is in a dormant state, the phage will also be in a dormant phase. 

However, when the cell is metabolically active again, the phage also 

becomes active again [1]. In this scientific paper, we will discuss 

bacteriophage as an antibiofilm agent for Escherichia coli. 

 

2 RESULT 

2.1 Escherichia Coli 

Escherichia coli (Figure. 1) is a gram-negative bacterium in the form 

of a bacillus with a length of 1-3 µm and a diameter of 0.5 µm. This 

bacterium was first isolated from the feces of small children in 1885 by 

a pediatrician named Theodor Escherich. E. coli itself is a microbiome 

flora in the digestive system of humans and mammals. E. coli can also 

be found in soil and water, which makes this bacterium as a 

bioindicator of water quality. Apart from being a microbiome flora, 

several strains of E. coli can also act as a pathogen that infects the 

digestive system and other body parts [6] [7]. 

 
Figure 1. Scanning Electron Micrograph of an E. coli. [8]  

Pathogenic E. coli are classified into two categories, intestinal E. coli 

(InPEC (Intestinal Pathogenic E. coli)) and extraintestinal E. coli 

(ExPEC (Extraintestinal Pathogenic E. coli)). E. coli InPEC consists of 
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E. coli that produce toxins associated with Crohn's disease, diarrhea, 

and bleeding. While E. coli ExPEC is associated with urinary tract 

infections, neonatal sepsis (blood infection in newborns), meningitis, 

mastitis, etc [9]. E. coli is also known to cause infections in medical 

devices such as prosthetic grafts and joints, shunts, and catheters 

[10]. Usually, E. coli infection is treated with antibiotic, but it is known 

that E. coli has the ability to be resistant to antibiotics which leads to 

problems to in treating infectious diseases caused by E. coli. 

According to Poirel et al., [11], E. coli is a bacterium that can resist 

with many groups of antibiotics. Below is Table. 1 that shows the 

resistance of E. coli to various types of antibiotics: 

Table 1. Antibiotic Resistance in Escherichia coli. 

No. Antibiotic References 

1. Ampicilin, amoxicillin, clavulanic acid, 

norfloxacin,cefuroxime, ceftriaxone, dan 

co-trimoxazole. 

[12] 

2. Tetracycline, phenicol, sulphonamide, 

trimetoprim, and fosfomycin 

[11] 

3. Ciprofloxacin, beta-lactam, quinolone, 

aminoglycoside, sulphonamide, dan 

fosfomycin. 

[13] 

 

E. coli is resistant to many antibiotics such as ampicillin, norfloxacin, 

tetracycline, ciprofloxacin, etc (Table. 1). Olorunmola et al., [14] 

reported, from 137 isolates of E. coli that cause urinary tract infection, 

some of them had resistance to the following antibiotics: ofloxacin 

(51.1%), ciprofloxacin (65.7%), nalidixic acid (67.2%), gentamicin 

(82.5%), tmp (85.4%), Augmentin (88.3%), norfloxacin (86.9%), 

erythromycin (93.4%), amoxicillin (94.2%), and tetracycline (96.4%). 

The antibiotics resistance can be caused by extrinsic and intrinsic 

factors. Extrinsic factors are related to over-used and over-prescribed 

of antibiotics [15] [13]. Intrinsic factors include the structure of the outer 

membrane of E. coli as a gram-negative bacteria that is impermeable 

to molecules that enter the cell [13], horizontal gene transfer 
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mechanism i.e., the ability of bacteria to transfer plasmids containing 

antibiotic resistance genes to the strains or to the bacteria of other 

species [15] [11], and the ability of E. coli in biofilm formation [16].  

2.2 Biofilm 

 
Figure 2. Composition of biofilm (a) and biofilm formation (b) [17]. 

 

Biofilm is a group of microbes that live in the matrix secretions of 

extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) or exopolysaccharides. EPS 

is a biopolymer which usually has size 10-30 nm and thickness around 

0.2 – 1µm. 5-35% of the biofilm’s volume is microbe and the rest is 

matrix. This matrix generally consists of ~1% DNA, ~1% RNA, 1-60% 

structural proteins, 1-40% lipids, enzymes, 40-95% extracellular 

polysaccharides, also 2-35% microbes which consist of bacterial cells 

on the surface of microecosystems that is initiate biofilm formation 

(cells of the microenvironmental layer) and dormant persister or 

bacterial cells (Figure. 2a) [17]. The EPS matrix also contains 
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extracellular deoxyribonucleic acid (e-DNA) [18] [1] [19]. In biofilm, 

there are also channels where water, air, or nutrients needed by 

bacteria flow [17]. Biofilm formed through quorum sensing mechanism 

and transcription of different genes [19]. 

Quorum sensing is the regulation of gene expression in response to 

an increase in the bacterial population. Bacteria communicate through 

quorum sensing by secreting chemical molecules called autoinducers. 

As the bacterial population increases, the concentration of 

autoinducers also increase. Quorum sensing is used as a regulation 

of the physiological activities of bacteria, for example, symbiosis, 

virulence, motility, conjugation, as well as biofilm formation. Biofilm 

formation has several stages including, attachment, transition, 

formation and maturation, and the detachment or dispersion stage 

(Figure. 2b) [20]. 

The attachment stage begins when environmental signals induce 

bacterial planktonic cells. This signal can be a change in nutrient 

concentration, pH, temperature, oxygen, or osmolarity. Bacteria 

respond to these signals by attaching to surfaces. Attachment can be 

done by flagella, pili, or lipopolysaccharide. Hydrophobicity or the 

hydrophobic nature of a surface can also affect the attachment of 

bacteria. It is known that bacteria tend to form biofilm on hydrophobic 

surfaces. At this early stage, bacterial cells can still easily be 

separated from the surface or reversible [20] [21] [19].  

The next stage is the transition where the reversible attachment turns 

into irreversible, thus the bacteria are not easily separated from the 

surface. At this stage the bacteria will divide and form microcolonies. 

Bacteria in the microcolonies can communicate with each other 

through the quorum sensing mechanism. Quorum sensing causes 

bacteria to secrete exopolysaccharides (EPS). EPS will be thickened 

so that bacterial motility will be reduced. Bacteria also lose their 

flagella, so that planktonic bacteria turn into sessile bacteria [19]–[21]. 

The next stage is formation and maturation. Bacterial cells continue to 

communicate through quorum sensing so that EPS will continue to be 

produced until it becomes a biofilm with a three-dimensional structure. 
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Bacteria also continue to divide until they reach maximum density. In 

this stage the formation of channels, pores, and other structures 

required by the biofilm occurs. This formation needed for facilitates the 

circulation of water and nutrients as excretory channels for 

microcolonies in the biofilm [19]–[21].  

The last stage is dispersion stage. This stage is characterized by a 

degraded biofilm matrix. Some bacteria can secrete enzymes that 

help degrade the biofilm matrix, one of them is E. coli that secretes N-

acetyl-heparosan lyase. After the matrix is degraded, the bacteria will 

secrete proteins related to the formation of flagella, thus restore the 

motility of the bacteria. This causes the sessile bacteria return to 

planktonic bacteria [19]–[21]. 

Biofilm provide advantages for bacteria such as increasing 

environmental stress tolerance, protection from physical stress, 

nutritional deficiencies, and enzymes retention [22]. Planktonic 

bacteria and sessile bacteria has difference advantages in terms of 

survivability. Lea et al., [22] reported, sessile bacteria in biofilm 

colonies has ability to upregulate genes related to environmental 

stress response. Moreover, sessile bacteria that live in biofilm have a 

higher infection rate. Other than that, bacteria within biofilm more 

resistant with antibiotic 10-1000 times higher than the planktonic 

bacteria [16], [23], [24]. The resistance of bacteria with antibiotics 

occurs due to several factors. The first factor is the structure of the 

polymer matrix which makes antibiotic molecules difficult to penetrate 

[25]. The matrix of biofilm acts as a barrier for molecules that diffuse 

into the biofilm hence difficult for antibiotic molecules to reach bacteria 

within the biofilm [26]. Biofilm can also inactivate antibiotic molecules 

that enter them through diffusion-reaction inhibition. The inhibitory 

reaction occur due to chelation mechanism or complex formations or 

degradation using enzymes reaction [16]. 

Furthermore, bacteria that live in biofilm are known to be in a 

stationary phase where bacteria do not reproduce i.e., bacteria 

experience a non-growth phase. Some bacteria in this phase also 

experience dormancy (persister) which means the bacteria reduce 
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their metabolic activity so that antibiotics become ineffective at killing 

bacteria [16], [25], [27]. According to Stewart [28], usually antibiotics 

works by killing bacteria that metabolically active. Metabolically active 

bacteria have the ability to synthesize macromolecules which are the 

target molecules of antibiotics in recognizing bacteria. In contrast, 

inactive or dormant bacteria will not produce macromolecules. 

Another factor that causes biofilm resistance to antibiotics is horizontal 

gene transfer. The high population density in the biofilm allows 

bacteria to carry out symbiosis. The symbiosis that occurs between 

bacteria causes gene transfer. Bacteria that have plasmids with 

resistance genes can transfer these genes through a horizontal gene 

transfer mechanism[11], [25]. Horizontal gene transfer is more 

effective in bacteria that live in biofilm compared to planktonic bacteria. 

Krol et al., [29] reported, the gene transfer ability in biofilm is more 

effective 7-700 times. Besides, the structure of the biofilm increases 

the stability of the plasmid and the mobility of the transferred genes. 

The density of bacteria population in the biofilm increases the mobile 

genetic elements (MGEs). The structure of the biofilm matrix also 

maintains the quality of the conjugative pili [30]. This also showed in a 

study by Krol et al., [29] that said, the gene transfer mechanism 

happened if bacteria close with each other which occur if the density 

of the bacterial population is high. Living in biofilm causes bacteria to 

be close to each other, this facilitates the transfer of plasmids [29]. 

Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that biofilm 

resistance to antibiotics occur due to various factors such as biofilm 

physical and physiological factors, and factors related to genetic 

material  [25]. Therefore, biological agent to treat biofilm is needed and 

one that has potential is bacteriophage.  

2.3 Bacteriophage 

Bacteriophage or also called phage are virus that infect bacteria 

(Figure. 3a). The name bacteriophage comes from the word’s 

bacteria and phage in which in Greek means bacteria-eater. As a 

natural predator of bacteria, phage can be found wherever bacteria 

exist with a ratio about 10 to 1. Approximately there are more than 
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1031 phages in the sea, freshwater, and on the land [31]; [32]. Like 

virus, bacteriophage also have genetic material in the form of DNA or 

RNA that wrapped by a capsid made of protein. This capsid is 

attached to a fibrous tail. The tail fiber will attach to receptors on the 

bacterial cell surface for identify the bacteria (Figure. 3b) [33] [34]). 

 
Figure 3. Scanning electron micrograph of a bacteriophage (a) and 

general structure of a bacteriophage (b) [35] [36] 

 

When a phage attaches to a bacterial cell receptor, it will replicate by 

either lytic or lysogenic mechanisms. In the lytic mechanism, the 

phage will inject its genetic material into the bacterial cell. After the 

genetic material enters the cell, phage will use the host's ribosomes to 

replicate its body parts e.g., capsid proteins, tail fibres, and genetic 

material. The body parts then will arrange to become a phage. Then 

phage make the host cell secrete the enzyme lysozyme which 

destroys the bacterial cell wall. Bacterial cells will rupture and release 

approximately 200 phage particles. Meanwhile, in the lysogenic 

mechanism, the genetic material of the phage that injected into the 

bacterial cell will integrate into the bacterial chromosome to become a 

prophage. When a bacterial cell replicates, the prophage is passed on 

to daughter cells without killing the cell. Prophage can initiate lytic 

mechanisms if there is a change in environmental conditions [33], [37].  
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Figure 4. Lytic and lysogenic mechanism. [38] 

Studies about phage as an alternative treatment have been carried 

out for a long time. Phage is considered to be the alternative for 

bacterial infection treatment because of several reasons such as 

phage is a natural predator of bacteria that is specific, do not affected 

by the ability of bacterial resistance, has ability to produce enzymes 

that lead to biofilm degradation and infect bacteria in it, and can infect 

persister cells or dormant bacteria [34][1], [39]. 

Phages are obligate intracellular parasites which need a host to 

replicate. Without bacteria as hosts, phages cannot reproduce or 

metabolize. Therefore, phages adapt to effectively infect bacteria [33], 

[40]. According to [41], phages have a co-evolutionary mechanism 

against bacteria that means when bacteria mutate and have 

mechanisms to defend from phages, the phages will also adapt to be 

able to infect bacteria. On the other hand, antibiotics doesn’t have the 

ability to adapt with bacteria resistance. With this co-evolutionary 

ability, the phage certainly has the advantage to infect pathogenic 

bacteria. 
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The next characteristic of phage that is considered potential is phage 

usually specific. Phage are known to have a narrow host ratio i.e. 

phages can only infect one bacterial species or strain [33] [34]. Phage 

have a certain host ratio and this ratio depends on the presence of an 

antifage mechanism in a strain. It also depends on the generalization 

or specialization of the host to the phage receptor. The specific 

characteristics of phages make phages do not infect other bacteria 

i.e., microbiome flora. Phage also cannot infect other cell beside 

bacteria i.e., animal or plant cells. In contrast, antibiotics are broad-

spectrum antibacterial agents which means antibiotic do not have a 

specific target, thus they can kill many bacteria of various species [39]. 

Therefore, antibiotic therapy not only killing pathogenic bacteria, but 

often infected microbiome flora also. This make the microbiome flora 

imbalance and causes the host to become more sensitive to infection 

[42], [43]. 

Another characteristic of phages that are considered to be potential as 

antibiofilm is the ability of phages to penetrate to EPS biofilm matrix 

which is impermeable to antibiotic molecules (Figure. 5). Biofilm can 

be physically destroyed or chemically degraded using enzymes. One 

of the enzymes that can be used is EPS depolymerase which is 

secreted by phages [39], [41], [40]. EPS Depolymerase showed ability 

to degrade polysaccharide bonds, exopolysaccharides, and O-

polysaccharides of biofilm lipopolysaccharides, also peptidoglycan in 

the bacterial cell wall thus phages can infect bacteria within the biofilm 

[41]. However, not all bacteriophages can secrete depolymerase 

enzymes [1]. Even so, a study by Doolittle et al., [44] showed, 

bacteriophage E. coli T4 can still penetrate efficiently into the biofilm 

even though it does not have the ability to code gene that can secrete 

depolymerase. 
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Figure 5. Phage mechanism to infect bacteria within biofilm. (Collins, 

2010) 

Furthermore, the characteristics of phages that are considered to be 

potential as an antibiofilm agents are phage can infect persister cells. 

As mentioned above, antibiotics are not effective against metabolically 

inactive bacteria or bacteria that are dormant or persister. On the other 

hand, phages have the ability to infect persister bacteria[1]. A study by 

Pearl et al.,[45] showed, persister bacteria are protected from phage 

lysogenic mechanisms where the phage genetic material cannot 

combine with the bacterial chromosome to form a prophage. However, 

persister bacteria cannot avoid the lytic mechanism of the phage. 

Quantitative analysis of gene expression showed that gene 

expression related to the lytic mechanism would be suppressed during 

bacterial dormancy. But when the bacteria are metabolically active 

again and reproduce, the phage will re-express the gene and continue 

the lysis mechanism [45]. 

Based on that, the bacteriophage can be alternative that has potential 

to be antibiofilm agent for E. coli. Bumunang et al., [46] in his study 

reported, the bacteriophage strain SA21RB could reduce the 

formation of biofilm E. coli strain O154:H10 and O113:H21 after 24 

hours. In this study, the assay was carried out using the microplate 

phage virulence assay method where biofilm were formed on stainless 
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steel plates then incubated for 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours. After 

incubation, the stainless steel plate was transferred to a petri dish 

containing 5 mL of phage suspension with a concentration of 1013 

PFU/mL for 3 hours, then the result showed that 1013 PFU/mL phage 

suspension could reduce the biofilm by 2.5 and 2.1 log10 CFU/cm2 in 

the biofilm that incubated for 24 hours. 

Another study by Gonzales-Gomez et al., [47] also showed that 

bacteriophage treatment PL-01, GB-02, and GB-03 could reduce E. 

coli biofilm MGA-EC-27, MGA-EC25, and MGA-EC21. In this study, 

screening was carried out on strains of E. coli bacteria that has ability 

to formed biofilm. Then the best strains were obtained, MGA-EC-27, 

MGA-EC25, and MGA-EC-21 which could form colonies in the biofilm 

up to 8 log10 CFU/ cm2 with an incubation time of 24-120 hours. 

Biofilm was formed on a stainless-steel plate and treated by adding 

phage with a concentration of 108 or 109 PFU/mL for 1 hour. After 

that, the population density in the biofilm was measured and the 

results showed that there was a reduction of 0.95 log10 CFU/mL-6.70 

log10 CFU/mL and the best concentration was at phage 109 PFU/mL. 

Another study by Triana [48] also showed that the bacteriophage EC 

RTH 04 showed 50-150% antibiofilm activity against E. coli biofilm. 

Triana [48] tested phage activity against E. coli biofilm EC RTH4 using 

the microplate flat bottom 96 wells assay method. This method begins 

E. coli were cultured on a microplate and incubated thus biofilm can 

be formed, then the biofilm is treated by adding a phage suspension 

that has been diluted with serial dilution method until 108. The biofilm 

activity was tested by 3 methods, prevention, inhibition, and 

degradation. The result showed, the bacteriophage EC RTH 04 that 

had isolated from toilet water in the Cimande area, Kab. Bogor has 

activities to prevent, inhibit, and degrade biofilm where the highest 

activity is degradation activity. In the degradation activity with 

concentration of 104 reached 152.446%. 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that bacteriophages 

are considered to have potential as antibiofilm agents for E. coli 

because it has several advantages over antibiotics which are 

bacteriophage is natural predators of bacteria that is specific, do not 

affected by the ability of bacterial resistance, has ability to produce 

enzymes that degrade biofilm and infect bacteria in it and can infect 

persister or dormant bacteria. These are based on the studies by  

Bumunang et al., [46] which reported that bacteriophages can reduce 

the formation of E. coli biofilm by 2.5 and 2.1 log10 CFU/cm2; 

Gonzales-Gomez et al., [47] that reported, bacteriophage can reduce 

E. coli biofilm by 0.95 log10 CFU/mL - 6.70 log10 CFU/mL; and Triana 

[48] that showed, E. coli antibiofilm activity on prevention, inhibition, 

and degradation activities about 50-150%.  
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